Developmental failure of hybrid embryos originated after fertilization of bovine oocytes with ram spermatozoa.
The developmental ability of hybrid zygotes, produced by in vitro fertilization of in vitro matured bovine oocytes with ram sperm, was evaluated by gross morphology, autoradiographic detection of (5-3H) uridine incorporation, and fine structure morphology. Fertilization was successful in 83% of bovine oocytes inseminated with bull sperm (control embryos) compared with 67% of bovine oocytes inseminated with ram sperm (hybrid embryos) and in both cases appeared two regularly developed pronuclei. Two-cell embryos were transferred to ewe oviducts and allowed to develop to the 8-cell stage. Although the ability of hybrid embryos to reach 8-cell stage was similar to that of control embryos, in nuclei of hybrid embryos the transition from maternal to embryonic genome control assessed according to the onset of RNA synthesis indicated the differences in the frequency of labelled nuclei and intensity of their labelling. In hybrid embryos these parameters were remarkably lower and may reflect the developmental failure of hybrid embryos. These observations are consistent with delay or inefficient reactivation of the embryonic genome in the hybrid embryos.